
2020 Saturn Pluto Cycle : The Revolution Within 

Part Two : Profections 

“A time to weep, and a time to laugh; a time to mourn, and a time to dance;                                            

A time to cast away stones, and a time to gather stones together;                                                               

a time to embrace, and a time to refrain from embracing;” 

                            Ecclesiastes, King James Version (KJV)  3 : V. 4-5 

 

Within the next six months Saturn will meet Pluto to begin a new synodic cycle. To understand its 

effect in the solar return chart we must first introduce another time-lord technique known as 

profections, from the base word  profectio meaning ‘going away’ or ‘casting out’ or ‘departure’. 

Profections will highlight a particular planet in the solar return chart which will personalize the 

Saturn Pluto conjunction, making the experience different for each one of us. Like Firdaria, 

profections use chronocrators or markers of time to oversee a specific period in an individual’s life, 

but this is where the similarity ends, and there are several significant differences between the two 

styles. 

Firstly, the major time period allotted to each planet varies in Firdaria. That is, Saturn has eleven 

years, Jupiter, its usual twelve years, Mars owns the shortest period of seven years, the Sun rules for 

ten years, Venus, its cycle of eight years, Mercury is lord of the longest term for thirteen years, and 

lastly, the Moon manages nine years of life. In contrast to Firdaria, profection utilizes the same time 

period for each of the seven planets, and the duration is much shorter as the Lord of the Year gains 

only one year at a time with the lords changing places at each birthday.  There are also no sub-

periods in profection as the designated Lord of the Year rules alone during its twelve month term. 

Secondly, the order of the time-lords is different in the two systems. Firdaria uses sect to divide the 

process into two distinct camps depending on whether the birth occurs during the day or night. If 

the chart is diurnal, the order at birth begins with the Sun, but if the chart is nocturnal where the 

Sun lies beneath the horizon, the Firdaria order begins with the Moon. In both cases the chosen 

luminary is followed by the next planet in the Chaldean Order. For instance, the Sun’s ten years are 

followed by Venus for the day birth whilst for the night birth, Saturn will be the next planet in line 

after the Moon’s nine year period has been completed. As the chart’s condition of sect is a crucial 



factor in Firdaria, it is logical to assume that the planets’ sect preferences must be taken into 

account when delineating each planet’s major and minor period.  

Contrary to Firdaria, the difference between day and night births does not affect the sequence of 

time-lords  in profection being as it follows the zodiacal order of the signs, and the lords’ sequence 

falls into step with the Thema Mundi’s pattern of sign rulerships (Fig. 1). Sect does not have the 

same influence over the profection order of the planets. However, sect must still be considered 

when judging the quality and condition of the Lord of the Year (the sign’s ruling planet).                  

The better the ruling planet’s condition in both the natal chart and the solar return, the more likely   

it is to bring health, goodness, pleasantness, and conventional goods, according to whatever the 

nature of its significations – both generally and specifically – in the native’s two charts.1 

Fig. 1  Thema Mundi 

Profection uses the first rule of Essential Dignities, 

that is, domicile rulership to determine which planet 

rules for a year. Both the Moon and Sun rule for one 

year in twelve and the remaining five planets each 

have two years in a twelve year period.  

Saturn will be Lord of the Year for two consecutive 

years when first Capricorn, then Aquarius, is 

embraced by the profection’s movement through the 

natal chart. The benefic planet Jupiter will rule either 

side of Saturn’s dual years, as Jupiter not only leads 

into Saturn through its preceding sign of Sagittarius, 

but also brings the individual out of the greater 

malefic’s rule by continuing the circle with Jupiter’s water sign, Pisces.                                                                                       

Mars rules the year before Jupiter when the chart turns to Scorpio, and Mars will rule the year after 

Jupiter when the chart has profected to its other sign of Aries. Venus will be the Lord of the Year 

both before Mars when Libra is the sign in focus, and after Mars when Taurus is the profected sign. 

Lastly, Mercury’s air sign (Gemini) will mean Mercury will be Lord for the year before the Moon, and 

the profection’s arrival at its earth sign (Virgo) proclaims Mercury the ruler for the year after the 

Sun’s previous year when the profected sign was the fiery Leo. 

 



There are several places in the chart from which we can ‘cast out’ from its original place (i.e. N for 

diurnal chart, Mfor nocturnal chart, MC for occupation, Lot of Fortune for good luck and wealth, etc) 

but the primary profection is usually performed from the natal ascendant’s sign. When the 

ascendant is used as the starting point for profections the Lord of the Year indicates what life is 

going to be like in the next twelve months and the nature of the ruling planet gives clues as to what 

will be the main influences for that period. Ben Dykes says that by profecting the Ascendant, we are 

dealing with the year-to-year changes in the native’s life as a whole.2  First century astrologer Vettius 

Valens recommends profecting from the Ascendant for ‘length of life and bodily and mental 

activities.’3 

The whole sign system is the ideal chart for profection as each of the twelve signs represents one 

house or a clearly defined area of life, begun from the Ascendant’s sign, and pursued through the 

remaining eleven signs. Quadrant based house systems such as Placidus, Koch, Regiomontanus, or 

Porphyry become tricky for profection as duplicated signs and intercepted signs on house cusps 

complicate the movement from one house/sign/ruler to the next. The original birth chart, and not a 

relocation chart, is recommended as the cornerstone of this technique and when the primary 

profection is from the natal ascendant the years of life, beginning with birth, spiral out from the first 

house in a counter-clockwise direction (Fig. 2) in the same order as the houses with the increasing 

ages attached to the house in focus, and the return to the focus house repeated in multiples of 

twelve years.  



                                                   Fig. 2  The Profections Wheel from the Ascendant 

The Ascendant’s sign and the first house is repeated after birth at the ages of twelve, twenty four, 

thirty six, forty eight, sixty, seventy two, eighty four and ninety six years and these particular ages 

carry the echo of one’s birth where the Ascendant became the portal for new life.  A return to the 

Ascendant represents a liminal threshold where new beginnings, a new twelve year phase, a fresh 

start, or the next passion in life commences for the individual. Incidentally, Jupiter’s return is also 

present during these first house focus years as there is no such thing as pure coincidence where 

astrology is concerned. Jupiter’s return echoes first house sentiments and offers timely 

opportunities supposedly ‘out of the blue’ to anyone looking to expand their horizons when passing 

through these ages at the base-level twelve times table.  

For anyone applying this system to their predictive astrology model, the more productive years are 

anticipated when the profection arrives at the houses which receive light from the Ascendant 



through Ptolemaic aspect (Fig. 3), and the nature of the aspect between the Ascendant and each of 

the houses should be taken into account when considering the events of the year.  

For instance, the angular houses in the 

whole sign chart (1st, 4th, 7th, and 10th) will 

share the same modality as the Ascendant 

and will reinforce the importance of the 

four strongest houses which are involved 

in the business of life. However, the 

stressful aspects between the remaining 

three angular houses and the Ascendant 

are indicative of eventful years when 

events do not always run smoothly for the 

native.   

Cardinal, fixed and mutable angles will all 

respond differently to profection and this 

should be taken into account when 

delineating the year.  

 Fig. 3    Ptolemaic Aspects & the Twelve Houses                  

In simple terms, cardinal will push forward to initiate change, fixed will pour its energy into resisting 

change, and mutable will change at every whim, and with every new option and opinion from the 

outside world. 

The seventh house years of eighteen, thirty, forty two, fifty four, sixty six and seventy eight occur 

halfway around the Ascendant’s twelve year cycle and these years offer opportunities for change 

through association with others. However, the Descendant’s opposition to the Ascendant brings 

tension, conflict and heartache as well as advantage and strength through partnerships, alliances 

and connection with professional peers.  The benefits may seem immediate but the price to pay for 

favours can be expensive or irksome so it is best to be wary of reciprocations with long-term effect.   

Likewise, the square aspects to the fourth or tenth sign are a warning that actions taken during 

these profected years are not without consequences and the square to the fourth indicates tension 

from the past, especially through family, whilst the tenth sign is tension in the present, but with 

future honours or aspirations in mind.  



The nature and quality of the angles’ ruling planet will also affect the year as a benefic planet (R, 

P, M, and to some degree, N) in good condition can ease the bumpy ride and even increase the 

native’s general well-being and add to their satisfaction with the year.  If the malefic planets (S or 

Q) ruling an angular house – and they will if the cross of matter is cardinal or fixed – are in poor 

condition or carry out-of-sect status in the natal chart, this can produce a memorable year, but for 

all the wrong reasons. The year can still be productive but it will carry with it the flavour of 

separations, limitations, conflict and frustrations for the chart’s owner. Saturn’s quality is cold so 

expect separations of a cold or distant manner, a war of attrition in delays, false starts or long-drawn 

out battles, and run-ins with authority figures whilst it is Lord of the Year. Mars’ active quality is hot 

and its separations are born from unpredictability, unforeseen dangers, arrogance or impatience, or 

outbursts of speed or anger, many of which have the potential to harm the native or lead to 

misunderstandings with enemies, and fall-outs with friends and loved ones, simply because tempers 

were short and memories are long.  

The easier years are linked to the four houses that witness the softer aspects of sextiles and trines to 

the Ascendant. Houses such as the third, fifth, ninth and eleventh are joyful houses and hopefully, 

their naturally good significations flow on to the year ahead. The extent of their merit should 

outweigh their disadvantages but again, this will depend on the nature of the ruling planet’s 

beneficence or maleficence.   

 

Fig. 4  Firmicus Maternus’ House Meanings                

 

 When profecting through the signs the house in focus 

retains its fundamental meaning and these significations 

are likely to be dominant themes during a specific 

house’s profected year.                       

Maternus’ one-word house meanings (Fig. 4)4 are very 

basic but they are a good starting point when delineating 

the focus house in profection. Obviously, a new marriage 

is unlikely to take place at each and every age nominated 

for the seventh house but a focus on all manner of relationships is definitely the theme for the years 

listed on the profection wheel for the seventh house.                                                                                                                                                      



Similarly, a return every twelve years to the eighth house cannot manifest as ‘death’ each time but 

significant endings are a distinct possibility as this is a dark and complex house which receives no 

light from the Ascendant. During its focus year the native often experiences a feeling of being blind-

sided by changing events which they feel are beyond their control. Coming to grips with these 

changes and adapting to any losses incurred are part of the challenge of the tiresome eighth house. 

Maternus lists the house which immediately follows the Ascendant as ‘wealth’ which sounds positive 

but it may be more relatable to loss, worry or concern over one’s wealth, given that there is aversion 

between the first and second signs. This natural aversion can be improved if, in the natal chart, the 

rulers of the two houses form some kind of aspect, or the lord of the second house makes an aspect 

directly to the Ascendant’s degree. Even if the natal house does not have this gift, a solar return with 

aspects between the second house ruler and the Ascendant can bring temporary relief for the year.   

The cadent axis of the sixth and twelfth house is the most dangerous in traditional astrology as it 

precedes the Ascendant/Descendant axis and when either house is the focus of the year’s profection 

the twelve months ahead will have indications of withdrawal from the business of life, often through 

illness, social isolation, accident or stress. Maternus lists ‘enemies’ for twelfth house but it should be 

remembered that these are hidden enemies who work behind the scenes to destroy the native 

whereas open enemies (i.e. those openly hostile to the native who are known for their opposition) 

are individuals who are represented by the seventh house. 

A Variance in the Technique of Profections 

I found a slight difference in the approach to profections when I was researching for this article and 

to give balance I have included an alternative version to the one with which I am familiar, before I 

move on to the working list of profection significators which are featured in Part Three.  

In the example chart below American actor David Spade turned fifty five on 22nd July 2019 (Fig. 5).  

The tags on his natal chart list the year, age, focus house, and the Lord of the Year from the time 

David turned forty eight when his profected Ascendant returned to the first house, up to and 

including the current year of 2019 when his Ascendant profected to the eighth house. 

In both techniques we count from the natal Ascendant in the same way and arrive at the same place, 

i.e. the eighth house, with Scorpio on the cusp and Mars becoming the Lord of the Year at David’s 

birthday this year. Natal Mars is situated in his third house in Gemini and conjunct his Venus.  Both 

Mars and Venus’ dispositor is Mercury in the fifth house to which both planets form a sextile aspect 

in the chart. Mars is the Ascendant Lord as well as the lord of the eighth house.  



 

Fig. 5               

David Spade’s 

Natal Chart 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6    David Spade’s 

Directed-Profections 

Chart for 2019   

The technique which is 

less familiar to me is 

one which uses the 

astrological program 

Solar Fire to create         

a new chart with the 

Annual Profected 

Ascendant in the sign 

belonging to the Lord   

of the Year (Fig. 6). 



To reproduce this chart from Solar Fire use the drop-box for ‘Chart’ at the top left-hand side of the 

page and click on the third option in the list, i.e. Tran/Prog/Diurn (F4) which will take you to the 

Transits, Progressions & Directions page.  Make sure you have clicked on David’s Whole Sign Chart 

and alter the date to his solar return date (23rd July 2019) and do not relocate the chart.  The box 

‘Chart Type to Generate’ lists a variety of different predictive techniques and ‘Profection Annual’ is 

second to last in this list. This will produce the chart above (Fig. 6) which sets a new profected chart 

with Scorpio on the Ascendant and the Profected Mars as the ruler of the new Ascendant sign.  

 

When comparing Fig. 6 to Fig. 5  it can be seen that in the new profected chart the planets’ house 

positions do not alter, and the aspects are reproduced in the annual profection chart so that they 

are identical to the natal chart. However, their signs in the annual profected chart change according 

to how far away they are from the Ascendant. In the profected chart for 2019 the planets have 

moved from their original placement (Fig. 5)  to signs which are eight signs further on the zodiacal 

wheel than their natal positions (Fig. 6).  

Oner Doser demonstrates this technique in his Astrological Prediction5  using the chart of George W. 

Bush but he does not delineate the new profected chart as a stand-alone chart. Instead, he says that 

once the directed profections chart has been produced, a bi-wheel with the natal chart must be 

created in order to see how it will affect the natal chart (Fig. 7). It would appear from Oner’s text 

and also from Ben Dykes’ Introduction to Profections, that it is the bi-wheel which is delineated 

rather than the Annual Directed Profections Chart itself.                               

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Fig. 7                                                                                                                                                                                        

Bi-wheel between natal chart (Inner Wheel) and 2019 Directed-Profected Chart (Outer Wheel)                                                                                                                                                                  



Delineating the Profections Bi-Wheel 

David’s focus house is the eighth house so this is where the profected Ascendant can be seen in his 

Bi-wheel. Mars’ rulership of his eighth house suggests that the malefic invites crisis, endings and 

sudden change into his life this year and as the Lord of the Year has profected to the sign of his tenth 

house where the Moon and MC reside, there is likely to be public awareness or notoriety around 

these changes. As the eighth house is other people’s money, David may need outside financial 

backing for an ambitious venture or a new project which displays his talents and advances his career 

or reputation. There may be scandal involving a woman as Mars, the Lord of his Year, is conjunct 

Venus in his natal chart, and the planets’ dispositor, Mercury, has profected to the twelfth house 

sign of Pisces. Although David has dated a number of famous actresses over the years he has always 

maintained his bachelor status, so if this year does lead to more serious ties David’s eighth house 

Mars will demand a pre-nuptial agreement before proceeding with a marriage as this year’s focus 

house signifies a couple’s joint resources. 

David’s natal MC and Moon have profected to the 5th house where Mercury, the dispositor of his 

Mars is located and as the 5th house denotes entertainment, there may be a new opportunity in his 

chosen field in the coming year. His Sun has profected to his Saturn in the twelfth house so whilst he 

may be required to work hard to achieve his dreams he may need to be mindful of hidden enemies. 

His natal Uranus Pluto has profected to Aries, the sign of his natal Ascendant, so again the eighth 

house issues of dramatic change and sudden endings are echoed by this placement. Sudden illness 

or accident is a possibility given that the Uranus Pluto occupy David’s natal sixth house and are now 

featured in the profected first house of his physical body, his stamina, vitality and life force. 

These are just some general ideas as I confess I have not had a great deal of practice with the 

directed profections chart, or the bi-wheel between this chart and the natal. My hesitation in 

adopting this method lies in my concern for the mistakes I could make in the repetition of the natal 

chart when moving it around the circle to different houses and signs. It would be very easy to fall 

into the trap of delineating the planets in new signs which is something that should be avoided.       

For instance, Mars has profected to Capricorn in the directed-profection chart and bi-wheel but I 

cannot delineate an exalted Mars as this would be incorrect. Likewise, Jupiter has profected to 

Sagittarius but it cannot be considered as being in rulership, nor should it be confused with the fact 

that currently Jupiter is transiting through Sagittarius, but this coincidence cannot be taken into 

account in my delineations.  



The art of profection must include an examination of the solar return chart but once one starts 

delineating the directed chart or the bi-wheel it is often difficult to move away from here to 

acknowledge the existence of a third external chart.  

Am I tempted to create a bi-wheel with the directed-profections chart and the solar return chart?  

Or do I now need to create a tri-wheel that adds the solar return chart as the second outer wheel to 

the natal chart?  And if I do this, how will I interpret it? 

My preferred method is to concentrate on the nature and natal placement of the Lord of the Year to 

see what the potential may be for the focus house in both the natal and in the solar return chart.  

Rather than delineating David’s eighth house and its ruler Mars at this moment, I will include this 

when I examine his solar return in Part Three: Solar Returns. 

The Angles or Stakes of the Lord of the Year 

There is another use for the Lord of the Year that is worthy of mention as it provides the chart 

reader with a list of viable dates which relate to activity in the solar return chart.                                  

 In predictive work the movement of transiting planets is usually considered useful when they are 

the slow moving planets – ranging from Jupiter to Pluto – as they connect with one another through 

their synodic cycles, or they gain significance when they relate back to the stationary positions of the 

planets in the natal chart. Generally speaking, we ignore the movement of the faster planets such as 

Mercury, Venus and Mars, and only take note of them when they change direction, or are bothering 

us in their retrograde mode.  

However, under the rules of profection, the combination of the appointment of a Lord of the Year, 

with the temporary nature of a solar return chart (which lasts from one birthday to the next), allows 

us to hone in on movements we might otherwise have overlooked in the passage of a year. 

In a solar return chart the Sun is the only planet which is required to retain its exact natal degree and 

sign whilst the remaining planets reflect current positions and have the freedom to move to 

different signs and degrees, have new house placement, and experience new aspects to one another 

according to the time of year of the Sun’s annual return to its degree.  Movement by the Lord of the 

Year through the solar return chart activates these different signs, placements, and aspects, allowing 

the native to view their lives from a new perspective and to change natal habits which have become 

obsolete, painful or destructive for them. 

For Mercury, Venus or Mars, all of whom are swift enough to move through the solar return chart, 

there are significant points where they can pause to effect change during their journey, and these 



points are known as their angles or stakes. The angles are identical degrees in all four of the same 

modality, one of which is already occupied by the Lord of the Year.  

For instance, if Mars is the Lord of the Year and its zodiacal position in the solar return chart is         

12 Taurus then its angles are situated in the same degree of the other three fixed signs, namely      

12 Leo, 12 Scorpio, and 12 Aquarius. When Mars reaches the same degree in fixed signs (i.e. its 

angles) it pauses to reflect on the year in its own way, that is, on its significations and its purpose in 

the chart, as well as its role as the ruling planet of the focus house in the natal chart.  A reflective 

Mars can still be chaotic, especially given that Taurus is its detriment sign and Scorpio is its rulership 

sign. However, whilst Mars is Lord of the Year it is an agent for the chart owner and as such it is 

required to act in their best interest, even if it means justifying any actions it might take to rectify an 

annoying situation in the native’s life.  

Ben Dykes says in his translation of Abu Ma’shar’s works that he believes the 8th century astrologer 

treated the Lord of the Year as a proxy for the native, and the planets to which it is configured as 

indicating people and events; the other planets’ conditions show such people’s good or bad 

condition, and the aspect indicates whether their relation to him is positive or negative – provided 

that we remember the natural affinity of the planets themselves.6  As a proxy figure the Lord of the 

Year – if it is swift enough – can move through the solar return chart in much the same way as you or 

I might wander through the streets of a new district meeting new people as we pass along our route.  

The stakes is another term used to describe the angles of the Lord of the Year. The term is 

reminiscent of the four pegs which anchor a tent to the ground and hold it steadfast at its four most 

critical corners when the wind begins to roar. Number theory states that four is the number of 

stability, equality, reliability, fairness, and solidity. The even-sided square represented “justice” to 

the Pythagoreans because four is the first product of equal values, a number divisible every way into 

equal parts.7 A planet moving through its stakes (angles) represents a similar four-square activity – it 

creates stability, firmness and physical substance – and with it comes the reminder that as humans, 

every material boundary must be met and challenged in order for change to take place in our lives.  

Tracking the Lord of the Year through the ephemeris takes some practice as the reader must remain 

focused on the degree and sign, noting when the Lord of the Year meets its angles. Other critical 

patterns or potential aspects of a four-square nature also need to be acknowledged as the Lord of 

the Year can activate these points in the solar return chart. The angles or stakes of the malefic 

planets are also noteworthy as they can be times during the year when the Lord of the Year, as the 



native’s proxy, incurs blockages, frustrations, separation or conflict depending on whether the Lord 

is meeting Saturn or Mars.      

As Fig. 8 indicates, the twelve signs follow a particular pattern and this pattern will affect the order 

of the planets as they become Lords of the Year. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8  The Angles or Stakes of the Planets 

 

Jupiter and Saturn move too slowly to be of much use in this method of transiting planets through 

the solar return chart as Jupiter will only cover one sign in a year and likely move into the adjoining 

house whilst Saturn may not change sign and therefore does not leave its whole sign house during 

the entire year.   

On the other end of the spectrum, the Moon moves so quickly that it traverses the entire zodiac 

circle in twenty seven days. The speed at which it moves through the solar return chart means that it 

will move to a new sign every two to three days and will cover its own angles every seven days or so. 



This had been a concern for me when the Moon became the Lord of the Year and I was keen to see 

how valuable its movement over the solar return chart as a timing device. In a discussion with Chris 

Brennan at the 2009 Regulus weekend in Melbourne we discussed this problem and his 

recommendation was to look at the Moon’s lunar cycle in both the natal and solar return chart,     

i.e. whether it was a waxing or a waning Moon, and to observe either the New Moon or the Full 

Moon moving through the solar return chart, depending on whether the Moon was in the first half 

of its cycle or the last.   

Since then I have observed both the New Moon and the Full Moon each month to see where they 

fall in the solar return chart and I have often found his advice very useful. There is no drama when 

the solar return’s lunation phase complements the natal Moon’s waxing or waning position as it 

becomes clear to use the same one when moving through the chart. However, the choice between 

noting the dates and signs of the New Moon degree or Full Moon degree can be difficult when the 

natal lunation cycle is waxing and the solar return lunation cycle is waning, or vice versa. Sometimes 

the clue lies in the degrees of the New or Full Moon as one or the other mimics a critical degree in 

the solar return chart. 

Alternative Lords of the Year 

Ben Dykes follows Abu Ma’shar and Masha’allah’s writings by preferring to avoid the Moon 

altogether as a Lord of the Year and to choose an alternative planet to stand in the place of the 

Moon when the chart profects to the sign of Cancer. A planet which is conjunct the Moon in the 

natal chart may take its place as Lord of the Year. Or the dispositor of the Moon’s sign may step in as 

its replacement, that is, the ruler of the sign in which the Moon is placed in the natal chart, i.e. Moon 

in Libra would mean Venus could become Lord of the Year when Cancer is the profected sign. The 

bounds or term lord of the Moon’s degree can also be Lord of the Year in the Moon’s place (Fig. 10). 

For instance, if the natal Moon is 12 Taurus its term ruler would be Mercury, but if it was 23 Taurus 

Moon’s ruler would be Saturn, or 28 Taurus, Mars would take the Moon’s place as Lord of the Year. 

One of Dyke’s authors also suggests that any planet which is in Cancer either natally or in the 

revolution (solar return) can become the Lord of the Year. And lastly, the dispositor of the Moon’s 

sign in the solar return can be substituted for the Moon as Lord of the Year. 

The Sun is also considered not suitable as a candidate for Lord of the Year. Instead, a planet 

‘configured’ with the Sun, that is, a planet which aspects the Sun by Ptolemaic aspect, may take its 

place. The Sun’s dispositor – ruling planet of the Sun’s sign – can become Lord of the Year, or the 

term lord of the Sun’s degree can replace the Sun.  



Having mentioned the list of possibilities for each luminary’s substitution, Dykes says, “Abu Ma’shar 

nevertheless provides delineations for the Sun and the Moon as Lords of the Year, and in two places 

says that while the luminary should not be the principal Lord of the Year, but should be taken as 

secondary.” 8  So I will leave it up to the reader to make their own decision on where to look in the 

chart when the profected Ascendant is Cancer or Leo.   

Fig. 9   Profections Table through the Signs 



  

Fig. 10   The Essential Dignity known as The Terms or The Bounds  



It might seem strange to bring profections into a discussion on the 2020 Saturn Pluto cycle given that 

it is an old technique for a cycle that has been in our consciousness for a mere seventy two years. 

After all, Pluto was only discovered in 1930 and the first Saturn Pluto conjunction we became aware 

of occurred in 1947. However, the Lord of your Year may have a very important role to play in how 

you perceive the cycle unfolding in your life. The solar return chart which carries the mark of Saturn 

Pluto will also feature the planet which is responsible for your vital, physical, and mental activities, 

so it is worth knowing if the Lord of the Year has an aspectual relationship, or is any way involved, 

with the two planets about to meet on 12th January 2020.  

Part Three of this article takes one such chart, David Spade, and examines his Firdaria, the house     

of his profected Ascendant, the eighth house, its lord, Mars, and looks at his current solar return    

for 2019, to see how Saturn Pluto makes its mark on his life. The example may help to guide you      

in interpreting your own chart using these same techniques and maybe, to find the truth about what 

this conjunction will mean for you, and how you will take its blessing into your future life.                            

 2020 Saturn Pluto Cycle : The Revolution Within  

Part Three : Solar Returns 

“A time to get, and a time to lose; a time to keep, and a time to cast away;                                              

A time to rend, and a time to sew; a time to keep silence, and a time to speak;                                                        

A time to love, and a time to hate; a time of war, and a time of peace.”                              

Ecclesiastes, King James Version (KJV) 3: V. 6-8 
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